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Introduction
Esport as a practice is developing all over Europe with significant growth rates. Without discussing
here the risk of bubble or fashion, and focusing only on aspects related to players and games, the
question arises of the skills mobilized during practice, and jointly, the question of the recognition of
skills within the company.
There is currently no tool for recognizing esports skills, which therefore does not facilitate the
monitoring of trades, the development of training or even the standardization of practices. This
repository is intended for professional branches as well as institutions concerned with promoting
the skills acquired during esports practice.
The members of the partnership share the conviction that any skill acquired in a context of training,
professional or extra-professional activity, deserves to be valued by legitimate proof that the
beneficiary can display in a CV or in an e-portfolio. In this spirit, open badges are an effective device
for the identification and promotion of skills. Many pilot experiences have been carried out at
UNICAEN or KAMK, in particular on the recognition of soft skills.
The construction of the repository was carried out through the work of a team made up of
representatives of the project team but also practitioners and professionals in the sector. The
association of the latter was essential because it is they who will have to appropriate it. Concretely,
the method used to identify skills is based on an operating diagram of the various activities in a game
situation and identifies as simply as possible the skills targeted, being acquired or acquired.
Concretely, this guide asks the question: what are the observable skills of an e-athlete?
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Definitions
Esports
The scientific literature has produced many different definitions of esports, but a consensus
nevertheless makes it possible to frame very clearly what falls under esport (Hamari, J., & Sjöblom,
M., 2017):
Esport is the competitive practice of a video game.
This implies three essential attributes:
•

A support structure: the video game. It is a digital or electronic environment that opens up a
space of freedom to play, framed by a legality (usually technical). All types of video games
can therefore be included in the definition of esports, and therefore not only those which
are simulations of sports;

•

Activation agents: the players, who will practice alone or in teams. Players use controllers
(keyboard, mouse, joystick, motion sensor, etc.) to interact with the video game;

•

A logic of use: confrontation. The player is systematically in opposition with other players,
either directly as for PvP (Player versus Player), or indirectly as for PvE (Player versus
Environment) or speed-runs (achieve the most objective). quickly possible). The outcome of
the game always makes it possible to identify a winner or a ranking among the participants.
This usage logic will also determine the relationship to competition, ranking systems and
possibly to economic income. This makes it possible to identify:
o

Professional practice (with competition, with classification, with income);

o

Amateur practice (with competition, with classification, without income);

o

Leisure practice (without competition, with classification, without income);

o

General public practice (without competition, without ranking, without income).

In the esports value chain, a distinction should be made between the video game industry,
competition, broadcasting and services. Within the framework of this repository, only the second
link is concerned. And within this link, only the players are concerned. The management, clubs,
organizers, platforms and rights holders of video games or even regulatory and arbitration bodies
are not specifically targeted here because the professional field of esport is not different from this
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point. For example, an esports manager will be able to rely on general management skills without
the essential need for specialization in esports because the skills remain the same, but in different
contexts.
The typology of video games that serve as a support for esport lets imagine extremely varied skills
depending on the need to play quickly, to be precise, to set up a complex strategy, to use a joysticktype controller or to a connected bike type control. This repository is particularly designed for
MOBA, FPS / TPS, RTS, Versus Fighting, CCG, Autobattler and sports simulation games. Exergaming
games or MMORPGs enter this repository less easily because motor or social skills are more involved.

Skill
A skill corresponds to a complex know-how based on the effective mobilization and combination of
a variety of internal and external resources within a family of situations (Tardif, 2006). Competence
is achieved in a domain that can be cognitive, socio-affective or psychomotor (Anderson, 2009).
Within the framework of this frame of reference, we are going to retain the skills of the three areas
which are manifested in a game situation.

Open Badge
An Open Badge is a tool for valuing, recognizing and displaying skills (Ravet, 2017).
The badges were first used to fight against dropping out of students following distance training as
part of continuing education. Engagement badges have thus been developed to ensure that
students feel mobilized from the start of their training and do not give up.
Badges are also used as part of initial training to recognize skills that are not described in the
template for a diploma. We speak of "soft skills", personal or extracurricular skills (Cieply. & Grand,
2019).
Concretely, an open Badge corresponds to a file which takes the form of an image and which embeds
a certain amount of data: identity of the issuing structure, name and first name of the person who
receives it, skills that it certifies, conditions of its allocation, issue date and sometimes even
expiration date. The data is certified by the issuer and is verifiable, which helps to ensure its
reliability. An Open Badge is therefore proof of competence observed by an institution under
common and identified conditions.
We invite the legitimate institutions to issue the badges by depositing the image files on the Open
Badge Factory platform, and specifying their description, the allocation criteria, the validity period
of the badge, the associated keywords and the email template. sending. See an email template
below, and find images in png format to download on the ecsi-project.com site.
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Congratulation ! you have just obtained the "Problem Resolution" badge
An Open Badge is a verifiable digital certificate, created and issued by organizations such as
educational or training institutions, associations, companies and employers, to recognize skills,
interests, aptitudes or achievements learners, members, staff, clients or partners.
You can promote your badges in your CV or portfolio and share them on social networks. To easily
collect and manage your badges, log onto our Open Badge Passport service, it's free! ! To find out
more about badges, management and display of badges, consult the playlist: goo.gl/Be61fX.
Click here to get your badge
The ECSI Project team
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The skills of the e-athlet
Based on the numerous works carried out since the beginning of the 2000s on the development of
skills through the practice of video games (see bibliography, in particular Hilvoorde, 2012), it is
established that the more specific practice of esport allows the development of psychomotor,
cognitive and socio-affective skills.

Psychomotor skills
With regard to psychomotor skills, a distinction should be made between physical capacities and
motor capacities. It is then necessary to clearly target what is actually mobilized in the context of the
practice of esport.
For physical capacities (strength, resistance, speed and flexibility), only three sub-capacities are
observable and documented:
Fast strength or explosiveness. Along with absolute or relative
muscle strength, rapid strength refers to explosiveness that
allows you to quickly and repeatedly apply your muscles. This
badge recognizes the beneficiary's ability to mobilize a very
large number of actions in a very short time (for example, do
more than 100 APM - actions per minute on the game Starcraft
2). The beneficiary must be reported by a peer.

The reaction speed. A component of overall speed, reaction
speed measures the time it takes for the player to react to a
visual or audio stimulus. This badge recognizes the beneficiary
with an above-average in-game reaction capacity (for example,
reaction time of less than 160 ms at CS: GO). The beneficiary
must be reported by a peer.
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Aerobic endurance. A component of physical resistance,
aerobic endurance is the body's ability to exert intense effort
over an extended period of time. In many competitions, stress
leads players to high heart rates (180 bmp) or prolonged
apnea. This badge recognizes the beneficiary's ability to play
in the best conditions, while maintaining a sufficient level of
oxygenation of his muscles through regular practice of
endurance activity. Rainbow Six Siege-style team elimination
games are a good example. The beneficiary must send a
reasoned and documented request for this practice.
For motor skills (movement, jump, landing / throwing, rotation, balance), esport does not involve
general motor skills. Moreover, this leads many to refuse the name sport to this practice. Motor skills
are not absent either, and we identify in particular balance and coordination:
Coordination. This ability corresponds to the special hand-eye
coordination that is necessary in controlling the actions of a
game and selecting useful information to transmit to the
brain. An optometric test can be useful to quantify the level
and monitor progress. The recipient of the badge is recognized
by a peer as having regular hand-eye coordination in a
competitive situation.
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Cognitive skills
Language. To obtain this badge, the recipient must be reported
by their peers for one of the abilities. The beneficiary must also
submit a substantiated badge request. This badge recognizes
that the beneficiary has one or more of the following abilities:
• Ability to express oneself in clear language, to build an
effective and understandable message
• Ability to determine the deep meaning of what is
communicated
• Ability to absorb a large amount of data to transform it into
clear and understandable information
•

Ability to translate complex work into simple and concise diagrams

•

Ability to connect with others, to easily relate to others

•

Ability to brief and debrief a game

Creativity. To obtain this badge, the recipient must be
reported by their peers for one of the abilities. The beneficiary
must also submit a substantiated badge request. This badge
recognizes that the beneficiary has one or more of the
following abilities:
•

Have an open mind, be curious

•

Show initiative, create activities in a team or club, an

association, innovate
•

Ability to think in an original and innovative way

•

Ability to develop cognitive skills in order to increase productivity
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Problems solving. To obtain this badge, the recipient must be
reported by their peers for this ability. This badge recognizes
that the recipient has the ability to find solutions to solve
complex problems, whether in game or in team management.
All esports games fall into the category, but especially those
where macro and meta levels are important (Hearthstone,
League of Legends ...).

Motivation. To obtain this badge, the beneficiary must request
it. This badge recognizes that the beneficiary has been able to
overcome difficulties that could have compromised their
chances of success. The recipient has the ability to bounce
back. The assessment can be made with regard to a trajectory
in rankings or general behavior compared to the rest of the
team.

Socioaffective skills
Collaborative spirit. To obtain this badge, the recipient must be
reported by their peers for one of the abilities. The beneficiary
must also submit a reasoned request for a badge, specifying the
on-game and off-side situations. This badge recognizes that the
beneficiary has one or more of the following abilities:
• Ability to engage in the service of social or societal causes,
• Ability to work to promote collective life, to collaborate
• Ability to do for the group, to share
•

Ability to demonstrate leadership

•

Ability to have a network approach
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